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 The wholesales 
covers roughly
the city surface 
and allotments.  

infrastructure 
dense 

city?
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market of Milano 
55 hectares of 
with its buildings 
How is this huge 
connected to the
metropolitan 
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The Mercato 
Milano is open 
24 hours a day. 

starts at 4 
morning.
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Generale di 
for delivery 
selling time
o’clock in the
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„It is not the 
makes [the city] 
makes the rest 

rich. The country
 [the city] , but 

corresponds with 

...the market of 
is connected to
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kingdom which
rich, but [the city] 
of the kingdom 
corresponds with 
[the city] 
the world.“

the city of Milan
the world

 Daniel Defoe, Tour Through the Whole Island of Great Britain Daniel Defoe, Tour Through the Whole Island of Great Britain
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„Fully extended, 
any country at 

terminal’s most 
characteristic 

to expand 
according to 

and market 

...reacting swiftly 
happen in great
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crossing over into 
any time, [...] the
essential
is its ability
and contract
global seasons
prices.“

to changes that
distances
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Pierre Bélanger & Angela Iarocci, Foodshed: The globalized Infrastructure of the Ontario Food Terminal

Mercato Ittico 
important market 
in Italy. 30 % here 

comes 
was fished the 

% is transported 
countries. The 

fish to northern 
Austria and other 
northern Europe.
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is the most
for fish products
of the fish traded
from Italy and
day before. 70
here from other
Fish Market sells
Italy, Switzerland, 
countries of

Pierre Bélanger & Angela Iarocci, Foodshed: The globalized Infrastructure of the Ontario Food Terminal
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The market 
 accomodates 

and wholesalers. 
,as one of them, 
variety of fruits 
throughout the 

imports 80 % of 
from abroad, the 
according to the
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structure 
175 producers
SPREAFICO
offers a wide
and vegetables
entire year. It
its vegetables
countries varying
current season.
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„There is virtually 
operations and 

the terminal. 
flattens out 

...while these 
less and less
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no end to the 
to the reach of
Highway access
geography.“

distances matter
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The market is of 
intersection. it has 

of carriage: 
 access and a 

Milano as a city is 
Europe’s key 

and is situated 
productive 
Po Valley.
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located at a point
various systems
a close highway 
railway station. 
one of southern 
transport nodes
in the highly
landscape of the
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„Global 
industries, in 

rising pressure 
have set up just-

systems that 
move enormous 

food to urban 
These industrial 

in constant 
...creating 

movement of
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manufacturing
response to the
of urbanization, 
in-time delivery 
are able to
quantities of
consumers. 
systems are
motion…“
a constant
goods

Pierre Bélanger & Angela Iarocci, Foodshed: The globalized Infrastructure of the Ontario Food Terminal
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Every day, 15‘000 
fresh fruits and 

through the 
about ten times 

as would be 
the whole city of
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tons worth of
vegetables move
market. This is
as much weight
needed to feed
Milan for one day.
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„All of this 
takes place in 

of totally flexible 
where every 

is dedicated to 
every enclosed 

nothing can 
static.“

defining the of 
constant
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production
an environment
circulation,
horizontal surface 
movement and
space to storage;
afford to remain
…all this is
architecture
movement.



Apart from a 
week, the public 

excluded from the 
of the market. 

intended to make 
transparent 

city, allowing 
public space. 

competition 
redevelopment 

vegetable market 
since autumn154
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few hours every
is generally
huge structure
In future it is
the market more
towards the
it to become a
An international
for the
of the fruit and
is being held
2014.
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